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Issue Date: April 5, 1961 
Volume: 70 
Number: 108 
Page: 1 
 
Articles:  
 
“ASUU Election Rules Discussed in Meet of Candidate Potentials”: The article outlined 
various rules for upcoming ASUU (Associated Students of the University of Utah) elections. 
Information included in the article ranged from where to obtain applications, when primary and 
final elections would be held, campaign spending limits, and size/quantity restrictions for 
campaign posters. All applicants for the positions of president and first vice president were 
required to have completed 135 credit hours. All applicants for any position had to possess a 
minimum GPA of 2.0. 
 
“Takes Oath”: Sterling M. McMurrin, a former academic vice president of the university was 
sworn in as U.S. Commissioner of Education at the Department of Health, Education, and 
Welfare in Washington D.C. on April 4, 1961 at 2 p.m. EST.  
 
“Exec Council Revamps Responsibilities Tuesday”: ASUU President John Bennion outlined 
new regulations for six council members. According to these rules, the president would be in 
charge of student affairs, the first vice president would be in charge of student services, the 
second vice president would be in charge of student behavior,  the secretary would be in charge 
of culture and academics and the personal coordinator would be concerned with historical events, 
such as homecoming. The personnel committee would consist of 25 people.  
 
“Lady Lead lacking for Ute Review Show, ‘Promenade’”: Female lead tryouts for musical 
comedy feature, “Promenade,” were held at Union Little Theater. All auditioners had to bring 
their own material for vocals. Ron Daum was the composer, Ann Marie Boyden was the director, 
and Joan Francis was the choreographer. The show was set to be performed twice on May 10, 
1961. 
 
“Campaign Ads for Chrony ‘No Credit’”: The article stated that campaign advertising for 
ASUU elections must be paid in advance to business manager Bob Pexton. All photographs were 
to be glossy and no credit would be extended. Prints would become official property of the 
Chronicle. The deadline for ads was two days before publication and the price was $1.10 per 
column inch. Classified ads were available as well.  
 
“Final Panorama Presents Set Friday Evening”: The article stated the Final Panorama dinner-
dance of the year was to occur on  April 7,1961. Music would be provided by Larry Jackstein 
Combo. Four Mancers would perform comedy, sing, and dance. Ticket prices were $5 per couple 
and dancing alone was $1.50.  
 
 



 

 

“Honor Group Forms Due”: Applications for honor groups Skull and Bones (junior) and Owl 
and Key (senior) were open. Men who were interested had to emphasize their participation in 
student activities, athletics and scholarships in their applications along with their course of study 
and GPA. 
 
“Chairmen Needed for 3 Committees”: The ASUU committees of Homecoming, Summer 
School, and Handbook had openings for chairmen. Applications were available at the ASUU 
office. The homecoming committee planned the fall celebration, summer school planned the 
summer activities, and handbook committee sponsored the freshman handbook.  
 
“Last Chance For ID”: April 6, 1961 was the final day for photos for Ute ID cards to be issued.  
 
“Geologist Sets Lecture on Central Java”: European geologist Dr. Rein van Bemmelen 
lectured on campus on April 5, 1961 and April 6,1961. On April 5th,  the lecture was on 
“Relations Between Volcanism and Human History in Central Java” and on April 6th the lecture 
was on “The Theory of Gravity - Techtonic.” A photo of Professor R. W. van Bemmelen 
accompanied the article. 
 
“Gorski to Talk to Utes on Architecture”: Architectural historian T. A. Gorski lectured on 
campus on April 6, 1961 on “Egyptian Architecture and the Asswan Dam” and April 7, 1961 on 
“Brunneleschi’s Dome in Florence.” 
 
“Prof. Austin to inform Soph Coeds”: Myrtle Austin, founder of Cwean (a junior women’s 
honorary) hosted the application tea along with Dean of Women, Virginia Frobes. Applicants 
who were interested could attend and hear about the organization.  
 
“U Fraternities Begin Signup for Rushing”: The article talked about how registration for 
fraternity rushing was open. Utes were able to sign up in the Union lobby or at Dean Burns 
Crookston’s office. Eligible applicants were required to have an average of a 2.0 GPA and pay a 
$5 entrance free. Applications for all 11 fraternities were open.The article was accompanied by a 
photo of Jim Blacksher and Paul Keller assisting Blair McDonald with his application.  
 
List of Advertisements: 
None 
 
List of Cartoons and Art: 
None 
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“Letters to the Editor”: The article contained a  collection of letters to the editor on various 
topics. First, there was a letter from Richard Fifield on how no economy experiences free trade 
because they all use money. Second, a letter from Omar Dabbagh commented on fee reduction 
for graduate students, arguing that reductions should be awarded for appreciation of a students’ 
ability. Third, a letter from Margie Burgon on the difference between fraternity/sorority affiliated 
students and non affiliated students. Finally, there was a small piece from the United Press 
International on diet menus in Ohio and an incubator kangaroo in Chicago.  

“A New Union?”: The article was a commentary on the building structure of the Union and the 
summer heat. The only offered solution to beating the heat was to wear summer clothes and have 
patience. The article ended with hope for a new (air-conditioned) Union.  

“A Passport”: The Chronicle offers advice for graduating seniors, urging them to accept that 
they were in the “atomic age” and there was no end to schooling for their generation. Quotes 
from Los Angeles Loyolan and Dr. Daniel D. Davis from Columbia University were used to 
support the claims made in the guest editorial piece.  

Daily Utah Chronicle Staff List: At the bottom of the page, the staff of the Chronicle was 
listed.  

List of Advertisements: 
1. For Sale Classified Ads -  Ads for things on sale such as typewriters,  vehicles, homes, 

and stereos.  
2. For Rent Classified Ads -  Ads for things available for rent such as housing. 
3. Help Wanted Classified Ads -  Ads for help wanted opportunities such as employment.  
4. Service Classified Ads - Ads for service positions such as child care and typing.  
5. Wanted Classified Ads -  Ads for wanted positions such as employment or roommates.  
6. Reunions Classified Ads - Ads for returned missionary reunions. 
7. Lost Classified Ads - Ads for lost items such as wallets.  
8. Personal Classified Ads - Ads for personal events like the Panorama dinner-dance.  

 
List of Cartoons and Art: 
None 
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Articles:  
 
“‘All Right,’ State Staffers “We Will Go Fly a Kite”: The article talked about how the 
Chronicle staffers, particularly secretary Linda Marsden, made a yellow kite from things around 
the office. Then they flew it outside, trying to “make some news.” The article was accompanied 
by a photo of Linda Covey, Grace Bradford, Ernie Ford, and Lance Gudmundsen.  
 



 

 

“U Will Host Conference on Children’s Literature”: The article recounted how Professor 
Elliott D. Landau announced the first intermountain conference on Children’s Literature would 
be held at the University of Utah. There would be two prominent individuals from the field at the 
event and it would be the first of its type in the West. Two hours of credit and a certificate were 
available for those who attended. Registration took place in the mail in advance.  
 
“Debs Sponsor Fashion Show”: The article announced the theme of the spring fashion show as 
“A Symphony of Color” and that tickets could be purchased from Lynne Sanders, chairman of 
the fashion show or from any Deb.   
 
“Travel Bureau Open”  
 
“Sports Rally is Scheduled for Freshman Coeds”: The article spoke about the “Come and 
Play with WRA” sports rally for freshman women, including sports like ping pong, volleyball, 
cageball, and trampoline activities. The article was accompanied by a photo of Anne Torney, 
Diane Robards, and Marily Orme. 
 
“University Will Share in Grants-in-Aid”: The article talked about the Hercules Powder 
Company’s aid to education program which helped American colleges. The University of Utah 
was one of the institutions granted aid and received $125,000 from the program for on campus 
research projects.  
 
List of Advertisements: 

1. Calling ‘U’ advertised upcoming campus events.  
2. Contact lenses were advertised. Slogan: You can try now without obligation.  
3. Chrony Classified Ads were advertised. Slogan: Not as exciting, but it’s more sure.  
4. Tower Theatres advertisement displayed current productions. 
5. Leadership Opportunities advertised open Union chairmanship positions for various 

committees.  
6. Lost and Found at the University Book Store was advertised. Slogan: Yours might be 

there! 
 
List of Cartoons and Art: 
None 
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Articles:  
 
“Drizzle by H2O,” by Bill Waters: The article talked about a Sports Illustrated story about 
Catholic missionaries starting an athletic program. The writer goes on to speak about the benefits 



 

 

sports organizations offer. The article was accompanied by a photo of Bill Waters and a photo of 
Raymond Chen.  
 
“Net Squad Prepares for Skyline Opener,” by Allen Holmes:  The article talked about the 
University of Utah’s men's tennis team season opener and gave a lookout on the coach and the 
upcoming season and an introduction to newcomers on the team. It was accompanied by a photo 
of Steve Morgan at a match.  
 
List of Advertisements: 

1. Advertisement from Book and Record Shop. No Slogan.  
2. Advertisement for Olympia Precision Typewriters. Slogan: ...and easy terms — buy from 

the world's finest.  
3. Advertisement from h.i.s sportswear. Slogan: You’re a natural wonder in this natural-

look summer suit.  
4. Advertisement from Chronicle Classified Ads. No Slogan. 

 
List of Cartoons and Art: 
None 
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Articles:  
 
“Last Chance” 
 
“Solons Pass Members Amendment-minus Independent Provision,” by Linda Covey: This 
article covered a controversial amendment passed by ASUU concerning senate membership. 
There would be no clause providing for unaffiliated members. There was interviews with 
President John Bennion, Senator Marion Hassel, and Senator Julie Ford. The amendment stated 
that the Senate will compose of five representatives from each undergraduate class. The article 
stated that 75% of campus was unaffiliated.  
 
“Science Fair Shows High School Talent:” This article covered the 4th Annual Metropolitan 
Science Fair. It spotlighted several exhibits such as: a model airplane, a study of hair, and an 
exhibit comparing the skeleton of a man to a dog. The article was accompanied by three photos 
of Metropolitan High School students at the fair.  
 
“U Board States Approval of Art Displays,” by Ernie Ford: This article covered the Union 
Program Council and the Union Board passing resolutions to protest the Board of Regents 
process to remove screens from the building. They were passed with no dissenting votes. They 
objected to the removal by stating that the screens were the best place to display art on campus. 
Chairman Rosemary Jensen was interviewed about her presentation of the resolution.  
 



 

 

“U Review Lady Leads Chosen” 
 
“Greek Groups Schedule Informal Spring Rush”: This article spoke about the Greek groups 
on campus and their rush process. Women and men interested in rushing needed to fill the 
applications out, but the process would be informal aside from that.  
 
“Gorski Talks Today in OSH Auditorium”: This article talked about the lectures Dr. T. A. 
Gorski would give on campus on April 6, 1961 and April 7, 1961.  
 
“Prof Relates Destruction of Java State”: This article spoke about the lectures Dr. Rein van 
Bemmelen had on campus on the “Theory of Gravity - Techton” and “Relations Between 
Volcanism and Human History in Central Java.” It quoted one of the lectures. This article was 
accompanied by a photo of Sereta Welch and Carol Bjordal reading the script of “Promenade” 
with the play producer, however it did not go with this particular article.  
 
“ASUU Positions Applications Due”: This article provided information on pertinent dates for 
those interested in ASUU candidacy.  
 
List of Advertisements: 
None 
 
List of Cartoons and Art: 
None 
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Articles:  
 
“Your Decision”: This article talked about spring rush for greek groups and described the 
benefits of joining one of these groups. It recalled the legacy of greek life on campus, the 
requirements to join, and encouraged readers to change their university experience.  
 
“Tidbits”: This article was an on-going series at the Chronicle where they recalled articles from 
previous editions, sometimes years back. This particular installation of the series featured an 
article recalling President Truman’s college draft, an exchange assembly from BYU, and  
previous university president George Thomas criticizing the notion of profitability of textbooks.  
 
“Paper in Hand”: This article talked about National Wallpaper Month and put it into context 
for campus by pointing out the run down buildings. It offered a possible solution by asking Exec 
Council/Senate to organize a campus-wide-wallpaper-improvement-program. 

Daily Utah Chronicle Staff List: At the bottom of the page, the staff of the Chronicle was 
listed.  



 

 

List of Advertisements: 
1. For Sale Classified Ads - Ads for things on sale such as typewriters, vehicles, homes, and 

stereos.  
2. For Rent Classified Ads - Ads for things available for rent such as housing. 
3. Help Wanted Classified Ads - Ads for help wanted opportunities such as employment. 
4. Service Classified Ads - Ads for service positions such as child care or typing.  
5. Wanted Classified Ads - Ads for wanted positions such as employment or roommates. 
6. Reunions Classified Ads - Ads for returned missionary reunions.  
7. Lost Classified Ads - Ads for lost items such as wallets and glasses.  
8. Personal Classified Ads - Ads for personal events like the Panorama dinner-dance. 
9. Transportation Classified Ads - Ads looking for transportation opportunities. 

 
List of Cartoons and Art: 

1. Tidbits Cartoon  
2. Little Man on Campus Cartoon - New Professor Cartoon  
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“Cwean Opens Group to Sophomores”: This article covered the open applications to 
university women who would be juniors next year for Cwean, a junior women’s honorary. It also 
covered the scholarship offered to members of the group. The article was accompanied by a 
photo of Spurs and Cwean glancing at the membership application.  
 
“Names in the News”: This article pointed out several university names in national and 
international news, such as: Douglas R Jensen (a panel analyst), Lawrence H. Mason (received a 
teaching fellowship from Columbia University), Dr. N. P. Neilson and Alice Shoman (had 
leading roles in the American Association for Health/Physical Education), Kenneth E. Stewart 
(recipient of Elbert D. Thomas Award for excellence in political science), and D. Paul Farr (who 
would go on to study literature at the University of Manchester.)  
 
“Procedure for Obtaining Teaching Certificate Set”: This article outlined the application 
process for students interested in receiving a secondary teaching certificate. It lined out what a 
Ute should do based on a timely schedule.  
 
“Volunteers Called to Aid in Model U.N.” 
 
“Museum Slates Coptic Art for Exhibition”: This article was about the Olsen Foundation's 
exhibit of coptic art that was displayed at the University Museum.  
 



 

 

“Panorama Room Will Present Comedy Routine:” This article spoke about a comedy 
performance of the “Can-Can” routine by Four Mancers at the last dinner-dance of the year. It 
spoke about dinner arrangements for the night and where to purchase tickets for the event as 
well.  
 
“IK’s Instill Officers”: This article spoke about the selection of new Intercollegiate Knights 
officers - Jeff Circuit (duke), Mike Frisbey (scribe), Lee Case (chancellor), Bob Crawley 
(recorder), and Chad Hansen (horrible executioner).  
 
“Chairmanships Open” 
 
“Local News”: There was no article for this section, but there was a photo of the Phi Sigma 
Kappa fraternity’s new home. The focus of the photo was the beer-keg-turned-mailbox. 
 
“Chrony Picture”: This article called for all Chronicle staffers from the year to get their photo 
taken for the yearbook.  
 
List of Advertisements: 

1. West German Missionaries Reunion Advertisement  
2. Davis Jewelry Co. Advertisement. Slogan: We Guarantee A Better Deal on All Discount 

Cards 
3. Panti-Legs Advertisement. No Slogan.  
4. Calling ‘U’ advertised upcoming campus events. 

 
List of Cartoons and Art: 
None 
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“No Spring Thaw for Skiers,” by Owen L. Saunders: This article covered the process and 
description of what spring skiing was like. It was accompanied by a photo of Ray Conrad skiing. 
 
“Veteran Thinclads to Meet Frosh in Friday Intersquad Contest”: This article talked about 
the University of Utah’s track team and in particular about a track meet between frosh and 
varsity squads as practice for the team’s first home meet. The article was accompanied by two 
photos, one of Steve Wright and one of Krege Christensen.  
 
“WRA to Hold Series of Skills Events”: This article outlined the events the WRA (Women’s 
Recreational Association) planned for girls on campus.  
 



 

 

“It Pays to Keep Quiet, Sometimes”: This article covered a court case in Indiana where the 
guilty party, Virgil Lewis,  bargained with the judge for his contempt of court sentence.  
 
List of Advertisements: 

1. Chronicle Classified Ads  
2. Ashtonian Advertisement. Slogan: Home of the Big Schooner 
3. Northwestern States Mission Return Announcement 
4. Glenwood Lounge Advertisement. Slogan: Happy Times are Here with ‘61 Atmosphere 
5. Panorama Presents Advertisement. Slogan: Be there when the lights go out. 
6. Minuteman Insurance Advertisement. Slogan: Can’t Get Auto Insurance? We’ll Insure 

You 
7. Tower Theatres Advertisement of current productions 
8. Eighth Day Book Gallery Advertisement. Slogan: Introducing a New Kind of Book Store 

 
List of Cartoons and Art: 
None 
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Articles:  
 
“Application Deadline for ASUU Office Candidacy Set Today”: This article lined out the 
requirements for ASUU (Associated Students of the University of Utah) candidacy applications. 
It reiterated previous articles on the topic and lined out the exact dates for voting periods, 
campaign spending limits, and poster requirements. 
 
“Utes May See Rare Coptic Art Exhibition”: This article talked about the opening of the 
Olsen Foundation’s rare exhibition of coptic art at the University’s Museum of Fine Arts. It 
spoke of Dr. A. S. Atiya who would present an introductory lecture at the exhibition.  
 
“Council Posts Sets Today for Applications”: This article announced that all 19 Union 
committees were accepting applications for chairmen. It included an interview from Rosemary 
Jensen, a Union Program Council Chairman. In particular it commented on the following 
committees of interest: Coign of Coze, This Week We Honor, Green Room, Dance, Movies, Art 
Exhibitions, Browsing Room, Crafts, Games, Married Students, Publicity, Research and 
Evaluation, and Spotlight. It concluded with information on where to find applications.  
 
“U Days Celebration Will Feature General Appeal”: This article covered the upcoming U 
Days celebration (May 4th) and it’s shifting of gears to appeal to a larger student body. An 
interview with U Days chairman Bob Dellenbach is quoted and they speak about several events 
for the day such as a songfest in the U stadium, a dance, and the production of “Promenade.” The 
article is accompanied by a photo of Bob Raybould, Jane Thody, and Bob Dellenbach looking 
over plans for the day.  



 

 

 
“Talk on Physical Science Set by John Todd”: This article talked about John Todd, a professor 
who would speak on the “Monte Carlo Method” on campus.  
 
“Tentative Degree Candidates Listed”: This article stated that a tentative list of graduation 
candidates had been posted in various locations across campus. The Registrar, Joseph A. Norton, 
requested candidates check the list immediately for any corrections.  
 
“‘Oxygen in Metal’ Lecture Scheduled”: This article spoke about Dr. H Hartmann’s lecture on 
“A Method of Direct Determination of Oxygen in Metals and Oxygen Compounds” which would 
take place on campus.  
 
“Application Forms Are Due Today” 
 
“Architect Prof to Lecture in Art Center”: This article covered the lecture by Dr. T. A. Gorski 
on the topic of “Brunneleschi’s Dome in Florence” on campus.   
 
“Rush Signup Still Open For Men Students”: This article talked about how there was still 
time available for male students to rush for greek life.  
 
“Symphony, Chorus to Tape, Perform Robertson Work”: This article covered an upcoming 
performance of Leroy Robertson’s  “Oratorio from the Book of Mormon” by the Utah 
Symphony Orchestra and the university chorus at Abravanel Hall. Tickets cost $1.50, $2, $2.50, 
and $3.  
 
“Local News”: There is no article. However, there is a photo of the Utah Symphony Orchestra 
recording the “Book of Mormon Oratorio.”  
 
“World Traveler Goddard Slates Film Showings”: This article spoke about world traveler 
John M. Goddard who would present two travel films at Kingsbury Hall.  
 
 
List of Advertisements: 
None 
 
List of Cartoons and Art: 
None 
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“Intelligent and Firm”: This article spoke about the Union Board’s petition of objection against 
the removal of art display screens in the Union. The article praised the petition for being 
“intelligent and firm.” 
 
“The Model ‘T’,” by Ernie Ford: In this article, Editor-in-Chief Ernie Ford spoke about several 
topics. First, he offered a solution for “objectionable” art exhibits at the university. Second, he 
brought up a photo published in the previous issue of the Chronicle of the Phi Sigma Kappa 
fraternity house, debunking any wrong impressions. He also spoke about Chronicle sports 
writers and their relationship with weather and finally, about Utonian editors.  
 
“Directory Lists Summer Jobs”: This article spoke about a summer employment directory with 
over 1,000 organizations seeking student employees and where to find copies of the directory on 
campus.  
 

Daily Utah Chronicle Staff List: At the bottom of the page, the staff of the Chronicle was 
listed. 

 
List of Advertisements: 

1.  Utah Symphony Advertisement - No Slogan 
2. Classified For Sale Ads- Ads for things on sale such as typewriters, vehicles, homes, and 

stereos. 
3. Classified For Rent Ads- Ads for things available for rent such as housing. 
4. Classified Help Wanted Ads- Ads for help wanted opportunities such as employment. 
5. Classified Services Ads- Ads for service positions such as child care and typing.  
6. Classified Reunions Ads- Ads for returned missionary reunions.  
7. Classified Lost Ads- Ads for lost items such as wallets and glasses. 
8. Classified Personal Ads- Ads for personal events such as ASUU voting.  
9. Classified Transportation Ads - Ads for transportation opportunities.  

 
List of Cartoons and Art: 

1. Little Man on Campus Cartoon  
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Articles:  
 
“Spring Fever Brings on Annual Ute Activities,” by Susan Scoffield: This article talked about 
Chi Omega, Alpha Phi, and Phi Kappa houses hosting mom/dad events. It detailed each of the 
events of the greek houses and named various parents that attended. It also recounted the ROTC 
Fort Douglas Country Club Army Dance.  
 
“Debs Meet Saturday” 



 

 

 
“Panorama Schedules Final ‘Presentation’”: This article talked about the final Panorama 
Presents dinner-dance of the year. It listed the attire requirements, dinner information, scheduled 
entertainment, and ticket purchasing information.  
 
List of Advertisements: 

1. Calling ‘U’  advertised upcoming campus events. 
2. KWIC Advertisement. Slogan: Refreshing Radio 
3. April Only Advertisement. Slogan: See Your Favorite Limeliter Dealer Today! 
4. Tower Theatres Advertisement of current productions.  
5. Standard Optical Contact Lenses Advertisement. No Slogan. 
6. West German Reunion Advertisement. No Slogan. 
7. French Bicycles Advertisement. No Slogan.  
8. Book and Record Shop Advertisement. No Slogan.  
9. Rancho ‘42’ Lanes Advertisement. No Slogan.  

 
List of Cartoons and Art: 
None 
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Articles:  
 
“Sports Slate For Week”: This article spoke about Coach Ray Nagel’s plan for spring football, 
the University of Utah and Brigham Young University (BYU) upcoming baseball game, and the 
University of Utah versus BYU golf team match up at the opening conference meet.  
 
“Ute Cage Coach Chosen”: This article was a profile on Jerry Pimm, a former USA cage star 
who had been named the university’s basketball assistant coach. It recounted his athletic career 
in college and was accompanied by a photo of Pimm.  
 
List of Advertisements: 

1. Northern States Missionary Reunion Advertisement. No Slogan. 
2. Unitarian Church Advertisement. No Slogan. 
3. Bennett Ford Used Car Center Advertisement. Slogan:A Bennett Buy is A BETTER 

Buy! 
4. House of Pizza Advertisement. No Slogan. 
5. Hughes Burdett Floral Advertisement. No Slogan. 
6. Hibbs Advertisement for Poplin Pants. No Slogan. 
7. Union Movies Advertisement for “Journey to the Center of the Earth.” 
8. Northwestern States Mission Reunion Advertisement. No Slogan.  

 



 

 

List of Cartoons and Art: 
None 
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Articles:  
 
“Dr. Robertson’s ‘Oratorio’ Set Tonight”: This article talked about Dr. Leroy J. Robertson’s 
“Oratorio from the Book of Mormon” which would be performed at the Salt Lake Tabernacle by 
the Utah Symphony Orchestra and the university Chorus. It included ticket prices and 
highlighted the soloists Roy Samuelson, Kenly Whitelock, Warren Wood, and Jean Preston. 
 
“Akerlow, Brockback, Dellenbach Will Compete for Prexy Position”: This article was about 
the revealed candidates for Associated Students of the University of Utah elections. In particular, 
it highlighted the three candidates up for the president position: Chuck Akerlow, Steve 
Brockback, and Bob Dellenbach. The article was accompanied with a photo of these three. It also 
spoke about places, dates, times, and locations where students could vote and listed campaign 
requirements and regulations for candidates.  
 
“Goddard to Screen Congo River Exploration in Film”: This article was about an upcoming 
travel film presentation at Kingsbury Hall. “Congo Quest” was a film about the exploration of 
the Congo River from adventurer John Goddard. The article spoke about tickets, the content of 
the film, the lecture to follow and a brief history of Goddard’s works.  
 
“Math Savant to Lecture ‘Monte Carlo Methods’”: This article talked about a discussion 
from Professor John Todd of the California Institute of Technology who would speak about the 
“Monte Carlo Methods” on campus.  
 
“Nominations for U Days Queen due by Tuesday”: This article spoke about the nominations 
of candidates for U Days Queen. It included where to turn applications in, requirements for 
nominees to be eligible, where and when ballots could be found, and how finalists would be 
selected. This article was accompanied by a photo of John Goddard, however it was meant to go 
with the “Goddard to Screen Congo River Exploration in Film” article.  
 
“German Chem Prof to Speak”: This article talked about German chemist Professor H 
Hartman who would lecture on campus about oxygen in metals and compounds at the chemistry 
building on campus.  
 
“Poly Sci Sponsors Ute Essay Contest”: This article talked about the Philo Sherman Bennett 
Award. In order to be considered for the $75 cash prize, students were required to write an essay 
about the “Principles of Free Government.” It included a due date and location to submit the 
essays.  
 

Commented [1]: new issue here 



 

 

“Basic Ballet Slated for Kued Show”: This article talked about a series of programs that would 
be featured on KUED. The programs featured performances and basic technique from the 
university ballet program. It highlighted some of the programs and techniques they would 
broadcast during the event and the times/dates they would air.  
 
“Sociology Comps are Scheduled for Friday”: This article detailed the time, date, and location 
for the comprehensive sociology exam for seniors expecting to graduate. 
 
List of Advertisements: 
None 
 
List of Cartoons and Art: 
None 
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Articles:  
 
“Vote,” by Julie Ford: This article was an editorial originally published in November 1960 for 
the Deseret News in conjecture with upcoming elections. With campus ASUU elections 
underway, the article was included with the message of “we think they might do well to take 
heed of the message presented here.” The article itself describes a mathematical process and 
explains that mathematicians are exact. Yet they stress that it is “not necessary to be a 
mathematician in order to think clearly.” 
 
“Letters to the Editor”: This article contains a series of Letters to the Editor, however it is 
prefaced with an editor's note outlining that future election letters can be no longer than 250 
words due to space limitations.  The three letters in this article were from ASUU presidential 
candidates Bob Dellenbach, Steve Brockbank, and Chuck Akerlow. Each letter outlined the 
candidate’s individual proposals, thoughts, and ideas for their proposed presidencies.  
 

Daily Utah Chronicle Staff List: At the bottom of the page, the staff of the Chronicle was 
listed. 

 
List of Advertisements 

1. Classified For Sale Ads- Ads for things on sale such as typewriters, vehicles, homes, and 
stereos. 

2. Classified For Rent Ads- Ads for things available for rent such as housing. 
3. Classified Help Wanted Ads- Ads for help wanted opportunities such as employment. 
4. Classified Services Ads- Ads for service positions such as child care and typing.  

 
 



 

 

List of Cartoons and Art: 
None 
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Articles:  
 
“Application Now Accepted for Residence Hall Staff”: This article talked about applications 
for positions on the Residence Hall staff for the school year of 1961-1962. The positions were 
open to graduate students and upperclassmen. The article listed out the responsibilities of the job 
and where the application could be turned in.  
 
“Students with Wanderlust Offered Tours,” by Nick Harrison: This article talked about 
international tours for Utes offered through the National Student Association. Programs included 
Israel tours, continental circle tours, drive-it yourself tours, and music/art festival tours. The 
article outlined which countries the trips were available in,length, and costs and where more 
information could be obtained.  
 
“Initiations Set Poly Sci Frat Pi Sigma Alpha”: This article talked about Pi Sigma Alpha’s 
annual initiation and banquet. It talked about where and when the event would be held and how 
much tickets would cost. It also spoke about how Dr. Milton R Merrill would speak at the event.  
 
“Translation Job Open to Utes”: This article talked about translation jobs open to those with 
backgrounds in physical science, medicine, political science, economics. Applicants were 
required to know Czech, Polish, Hungarian, Bulgarian, Russian, Indonesian, Japanese, 
Vietnameses, Korean, or Chinese.  
 
“Prospective Grads to Check Names”  
 
“‘Sound Off: Is Sex Overemphasized?”  
 
“Jackson Opens Job Opportunity”: This article talked about summer employment for students 
at Jackson Lake Lodge. It talked about where students could apply.  
 
List of Advertisements 

1. Eighth Day Book Gallery Advertisement. No Slogan. 
2. Old Spice After Shave Lotion Advertisement. Slogan: Good for your face! 
3. Tower Theatres Advertisement of current productions. No Slogan. 
4. University BookStore Advertisement for Cap and Gowns. 
5. Olympia Typewriters Advertisement. No Slogan.  
6. Calling ‘U’ advertised upcoming campus events. 

 



 

 

List of Cartoons and Art: 
None 
 
Issue Date: April 10, 1961 
Volume: 70 
Number: 111 
Page: 4 
 
Articles:  
 
“Ute Varsity Rolls over Frosh in Intrasquad Track Contest”: This article talked about an 
intersquad competition between the freshman and varsity men's track teams. It described certain 
meets of the day in detail. The article was accompanied by a photo of Bruce Johnson, Ben 
Pignataro, and Russ Parker racing at the event.  
 
“Redskins Fumble Four in 6-4 BYU Loss; Will Meet Cats Today”: This article talked about 
the baseball teams from Brigham Young University and the University of Utah. It recalled the 
plays of the game and had a graphic of the innings to accompany the article.  
 
List of Advertisements 

1. Diamond Import & Brokerage Company Advertisement Slogan: There is Middleman 
Way.  

2. Utah Symphony Advertisement for Oratorio form the Book of Mormon. 
3. Minuteman Insurance Agency Advertisement. No Slogan.  
4. Tampico Dinner House Advertisement for Mexican Food. No Slogan. 
5. Vaseline Hair Tonic Advertisement. No Slogan.  

 
List of Cartoons and Art: 
None 
 
 
 
Issue Date: April 11, 1961 
Volume: 70 
Number: 112 
Page: 1 
 
Articles:  
 
“Board of Regents Pass Five U Appointments”: This article talked about new administrative 
appointments passed by the Board of Regents. The article mentions: Alfred C. Emery, Professor 
Harold F.  Folland, Dr. Albert Fisher, Professor Gordon J Miller and Derald V. Johnson. The 
article is accompanied by a photo collage of Emery, Folland, Fisher, and Miller.  
 
“1st of KUED Ballet Series Tonight”: This article talked about the first “Basic Ballet 
Technique” series that would be aired on KUED.  



 

 

 
“Residence Hall Polls Opens for Election”: This article discussed the elections for the 
university Residence Halls Association. It spoke about campaigning, candidates and where 
polling would be open.  
 
“‘Russian Problem’ Topics Discussion”: This article spoke of Sir John Balfour who would be 
providing a public lecture on campus entitled “The Russian Problem.”  
 
“University Selected to be Center for ‘Peace Corps,’” by Ernie Ford: This article discusses 
the designation of the University of Utah  as a training center for peace corps. It also went on to 
talk about an issue with art screens in the Union building. The article mentions that regents 
received petitions from students protesting the new designation but isn’t written about in depth. 
 
“Pen Hosts Ute Open House for Publication”: This article is about the The Pen, the 
university’s literary magazine accepting submissions for their spring issue. It detailed the process 
for spring publications and the cash prizes, as well as how the submissions would be judged.  
 
“Staffers to Pose” 
 
“Merrill Speaks Tonight on Utah Politics”: This article talked about Dr. Milton R. Merrill’s 
lecture on campus about “Political Traditions in Utah” and also detailed the Pi Sigma Alpha 
initiations dinner that would take place with the lecture.  
 
“Utes Campaign in Snowy, Stormy Season”: This article talked about Associated Students of 
the University of Utah candidates campaigning in snowy weather. It included information about 
voting. The article is accompanied by a photo of Karl Howard fixing a wet poster on campus.  
 
List of Advertisements: 
None 
 
List of Cartoons and Art: 
None 
 
Issue Date: April 11, 1961 
Volume: 70 
Number: 112 
Page: 2 
 
Articles:  
 
“Don’t Vote”: This article is a guest editorial from the University Daily Kansan is included to 
“give an interesting view of elections” in the midst of ASUU elections. It encouraged students to 
not “get out the vote” unless they fully understand what they are voting for and what 
repercussions their vote may have.  
 



 

 

“Letters to the Editor”: All of the letters in this article reflect the upcoming elections and most, 
but not all, circle back to the previous issue where a letter from Julie Ford was published. The 
letter included mathematical equations as an anecdote for elections. Letters from Julie Ford, 
Janice Miller, Majorie Vitzthum, J. R. Cromar, Larry Stucki, Vernon C. Cheney, Edward N. 
Fuller, and David H. Wood all tie into this as well as providing general commentary on the 
ASUU elections.  

Daily Utah Chronicle Staff List: At the bottom of the page, the staff of the Chronicle was 
listed. 

 
List of Advertisements: 

1. Classified For Sale Ads- Ads for things on sale such as typewriters, vehicles, homes, and 
stereos. 

2. Classified For Rent Ads- Ads for things available for rent such as housing. 
3. Classified For Trade Ads- Ads for trading items such as cars.  
4. Classified Tutoring Ads - Ads looks for tutors.  
5. Classified Wanted Ads - Ads for wanted items, in this case, a vote for RHA president. 
6. Classified Help Wanted Ads- Ads for help wanted opportunities such as employment.  
7. Classified Services Ads- Ads for service positions such as child care and typing.  
8. Tower Theater Advertisement of current productions. 
9. Hygeia Swimland Advertisement. No Slogan. 
10. Mikado Restaurant Advertisement. No Slogan.  

 
List of Cartoons and Art: 
None 
 
 
Issue Date: April 11, 1961 
Volume: 70 
Number: 112 
Page: 3 
 
Articles:  
 
“Orchesis Dance Concert Set for Kingsbury Hall”: This article was about the annual Orchesis 
dance concert. It spoke about the types of dancers that will occur this year and gives a brief 
history of Orchesis on campus. It gives information about Orchesis membership and where to 
purchase tickets. 
 
“John Goddard Presents Film”: This article speaks about John Goddard’s presentation of his 
film “Exploring Lands Down Under” on campus. It provided information on where the event 
would be and where to purchase tickets.  
 
“Issues Forum Schedules Final Topic”: This article talks about the Issues Forum scheduling 
the final forum of the year entitled “Great Issues for Laymen in Contemporary Philosophy.” It 
provided information on where the forum would be held.  



 

 

 
“Jackson Lake Interviews Set for Utes”: This article talked about Jackson Lake Lodge 
employee applications and interviews for Utes looking for summer jobs.  
 
“Ute Alpine Meets” 
 
“Chuckles in the News,” by United Press International: This article recounted several 
“chuckles in the news” and drew attention to 3 particular news events in London and Iowa.  
 
List of Advertisements: 

1. French Bicycles Advertisement. No Slogan. 
2. Jim MacFarlane ASUU Advertisement. No Slogan. 
3. Chuck Akerlow ASUU Advertisement. Slogan: The Key to Good Leadership. 
4. U.S. Savings Bonds Advertisement. No Slogan. 
5. Ernie Ford ASUU Advertisement. Slogan: There’s a Ford in your future. 
6. Peggy Kunz ASUU Advertisement. No Slogan. 
7. Jon Carpenter ASUU Advertisement. No Slogan. 
8. First Security Bank Checkbook Advertisement. No Slogan.  

 
List of Cartoons and Art: 
None 
 
 
 
Issue Date: April 11, 1961 
Volume: 70 
Number: 112 
Page: 4 
 
Articles:  
 
“BYU Downs U in Rainy Home Contest,” by Bill Waters: This article is about Utah’s 
baseball team losing a game to Brigham Young University. It recalled their previous games in 
the season and a detailed recollection of the game. It is accompanied by two photos of Gary 
Anderson at the game.  
 
“Play Tryouts Set Today for Students”: This article talks about tryouts for students interested 
in university directing productions such as “Don Juan in Hell,” “Ghosts,” “Ibsen,” and “Angel 
Street” among many other productions. It gave information on where and when tryouts would 
happen.  
 
“Sociology Exam”: This article provided information on where the sociology comprehensive 
exam would occur.  
 
List of Advertisements: 

1. AAA Service Advertisement. No Slogan. 



 

 

2. Steve Swindle ASUU Advertisement. No Slogan. 
3. Glenwood Lounge Advertisement. No Slogan. 
4. Chevy Vehicle Models Advertisement. No Slogan.  

 
List of Cartoons and Art: 
None 
 
 
 
 
 
 


